
WMLL Minutes, 9/12/04 
 

1. League Coordinator Reports. 
• Senior & Big League Girls’ Softball:  Metcalf reported that rain and the difficulty of 

scheduling make-ups was a significant problem this past season.  The particularly poor 
condition of one of the two fields at Jefferson contributed to this problem.  Senior League 
team and Big League team each played one tournament.  There will be a Big League team 
and possibly two Senior League teams next season.  Improved facilities remain the most 
important issue.  About half the Big League players and many of the Senior League players 
play on “traveling” teams simultaneously with their WMLL team.  Although relatively few 
questionnaires returned, they are overwhelmingly against weekend play. 

• A discussion followed regarding softball traveling teams.  Eckerty and Metcalf explained 
that the principal traveling team is the Madison Thunder coached by Eckerty.  It consists of 
players 12-14 yrs olds (by calendar year) and there are 16 players all of whom also play on 
WMLL teams.  The team is selected early in the year and plays in tournaments throughout 
the WMLL season and beyond.  Funding is completely separate from WMLL.  Questions 
form the Board concerned how the team was selected and the possibility that this system 
could create “haves” and “have-nots” in the softball program.  Miller question if the fact 
that a significant number of girls are already playing weekends might have affected the 
response to the WMLL questionnaire.  Eckerty and Metcalf believe that the overall skill 
level is simply not present to provide an appropriate level of competition for all the girls, 
and that the dual structure is necessary to achieve an appropriate level of competition for 
the majority of girls.  Miller questioned if the dual structure might perpetuate the current 
competitive situation.  Metcalf and Eckerty feel the overall skill level is building. 

• Minor, Major & Junior Softball: Eckerty reported that overall the season went smoothly for 
all three levels.  The combination with FitchRona worked much better this season.  There 
was one tournament team from each level and each of these teams participated in two 
tournaments.  Eckerty echoed Metcalf’s statement about the importance of improving 
facilities and that questionnaires from the younger leagues also come in against weekend 
play.  Eckerty would like to start a 7-8 year old “instructional” league. 

• Regarding facilities, Miller noted that he had contacted MMSD maintenance about the 
Jefferson field.  They were aware of the problem and indicated that they would try to make 
improvements before next season.  Miller has indicated to MMSD that WMLL can provide 
financial assistance for the work if needed.  Metcalf agreed to discuss the improvements 
and a WMLL role with the Memorial Athletic Director. 

• Baseball Senior:  Miller reported no serious problems beyond the obvious ones of rain and 
play on fields less desirable than the WMLL facility.  There were some problems with 
conflicts with Legion play especially among Edgewood players.  If we were to play offsite 
again for an expanded tournament or rain make-ups coaches prefer Jefferson to Bowman.  
Only 10 parent questionnaires were returned and there was relatively little support of the 
split season proposal.  Three coaches have reported they may not return despite the fact that 
their kids are still eligible. 

• Badger:  Chitwood reported coach sentiment and questionnaire responses overwhelmingly 
favor keeping 60’6” pitching distance.  Parent questionnaires were about half and half on 
the split season question.  Given the fact that the Badger is likely to be large again next 
season Chitwood suggests splitting up some of the LC’s duties especially the collecting and 
entering of scores.  He also advocates a revised tournament format.  Chitwood distributed a 
summary of responses to his coach’s questionnaire.  A copy is attached. 

• Major:  Battista reported that the umpire rating system employed in the Major and Central 
was a success.  Overall umps received good grades from coaches with little overall 
difference between the ratings of winning and loosing coaches.  Tournament teams were 



successful and for the 2nd year in a row out two teams played for the District championship.  
Thirty-four parent questionnaires were returned, twenty of which rated the split season 
question a 4 or a 5.  Coaches had recommended adding a sprint to try-outs and suggested 
paying umps more for late season games and a way to counter the late season attendance 
drops. 

• Central:  Peters reported that coaches liked the split season proposal.  They also 
recommend adding a sprint to try-outs, adopting a double elimination end-of-year 
tournament, and utilizing a tarps for home plate.  Sixteen parent questionnaires had been 
returned, split evenly on the split season question. 

• Pacific:  Lubarsky reported a smooth season and a particularly good group of coaches.  The 
“open” try-out for the tournament teams was successful, taking a little of the pressure off 
and still resulting in manageable numbers at the try-outs.  Some coaches recommend 
changing the stealing rule at mid season to help develop catchers and help put tournament 
teams on a more even footing with opponents. 

• Atlantic:  Beld reported receiving about 40 parent questionnaires most of which were 
negative on the split season question, and a significant number of which cited problems in 
umpire attendance.  Beld reported particular problems with one coach in following 
participation rules.   

2. Treasurer’s Report.  Tomczak reported a balance of $31,400.  $10,000 is Fall Ball receipts which 
will probably be spent on Fall Ball expenses.  Tournament participation fees are mostly in and 
tournament expenditures stayed within guidelines. 

3. Board Dinner.  Miller collected orders and checks were turned over to Tomczak. 
4. Channel 15 Update.  Battista reported that the taking down of the old tower had begun.  Ch. 15 has 

agreed to work their schedule around Fall Ball so there will be no interference with our schedule.  
He, Miller, and Smith had met with Ch 15 and WB 57 execs to discuss restoration (grading, 
seeding, etc) when construction is completely finished, and longer term issues.  WMLL will be 
formulating a proposal for Ch. 15 and its parent company to try to guarantee our long term use of 
the facility. 

5.  Fall Ball.  Peters reported a successful beginning to the season.  Six players had dropped out , one 
due to injury, and the other 5 for various reasons and Peters asked for guidance since there is no 
formal refund policy for Fall Ball.  Sentiment seemed to use the principle of no refunds except in 
special cases after teams had been selected.  Moved (James), seconded (King) and passed to give a 
refund in the case of the injury.  Moved (Peters), seconded (Metcalf) to give no other refunds. 

6. Communications.  Miller reported receiving a letter from the IRS rescinding their earlier penalty 
notice and also reported on the porta-potty vandalism billing.  The $960.05 bill received from the 
collection agency included both rental and replacement fees.  The rental ($379.80) has been paid.  
WMLL’s insurance will not cover replacement because the destroyed unit was not on our property.  
Miller will write the collection agency stating our case about the unreasonableness of holding 
WMLL responsible for the vandalism costs and, as an offer of good faith, offering to pay a 
reasonable insurance deductible.  Battista reported that District Chief Umpire Thom has offered to 
provide a clinic on pitching rules are particularly balks.  Battista also reported that the District has 
asked WMLL to host both Major and Junior Division tournaments next season. 

7. Tobacco Use at Fields.  Moved (Lubarsky), seconded (Battista) and approved that the use of 
tobacco be banned at the WMLL facility. 

8. Pitching Machine for Minor Softball.  Eckerty favors but all recognize logistical issues principally 
electricity.  Eckerty will study the issue and make a recommendation at a later date. 

9. Guidelines for movement between all-star teams.  There was an instance in softball where a girl 
was offered a spot on an older team, but then moved to another (age groupings in softball 
frequently overlap).  The situation seems to have been more a problem of communication than a 
policy issue.  Better communication should prevent the problem from recurring.   

10. Equal pay for umpires, baseball and softball.  Discussion deferred until a later date. 



11. Adopt pitch count and rest requirements recommended by American Sports Medicine Institute (see 
http://www.saa-youth.org/baseball/piching.htm).    These guidelines cover both per game limits 
and per week limits for pitchers ages 7 to 18.  The per game limits are the same as WMLL 
currently uses for 13 year olds and up, but the per week recommendations are significantly less 
than our current rules.  Battista observed that in considering new rules we need to be mindful of 
the quality of game play.  Issue referred to Baseball Operations Committee. 

12. Annual Meeting/Next Meeting.   Plans for Annual Meeting reviewed and recruitment of potential 
Board candidates discussed and assigned.  James and Smith confirmed their intentions to not seek 
another term.  The next Board meeting will immediately follow the Annual Meeting. 

  
 

 


